
 

New Product 2012 Autumn                                        Car Care Products  
 
                                 LCD Cleaning Cloth "STICK ON"  
 Excellent storage performance & Cute designs! 
 "Adhesive" screen cleaning cloth! 

      Due to the popularity of smartphones and tablet computers using PND (Portable 
Navigation Device) and car navigation applications, circumstances surrounding the 
automotive navigation system have been changing at an astonishing speed in recent years. 
In order to respond to the changing automotive circumstances, we release cute, easy to 
store, conveniently portable cleaning cloth that seemingly doesn't look like a cleaning cloth. 

Promotional 

Our strong adhesive acrylic foam sheet allows you to use it repeatedly. 
Once you adhere it to the dashboard or glove compartment, it is very 
convenient, it doesn't take up the space, allowing you to easily use it 
whenever you want. There is no glue residue left behind because this 
product is not glue or sticker. When the adhesive power weakens, wash it 
lightly with a neutral detergent and allow it to dry, then the adhesive power 
will be restored.  

Colorful and cute shaped cloth such as clover and penguin will brighten 
around plain dashboard in your car.

The extreme microfiber, BelimaⓇX, on the cleaning side completely 
removes finger prints and dust from the screen.  
※BelimaⓇX is KBSEIREN's trade mark.

It's so convenient, it can even be used to clean portable devices such as 
smartphone, handheld game console, tablet computer, digital camera, etc. 
Once you adhere it to these devices, you won't lose it, but can clean it 
whenever and wherever you like. 

FEATURES 



※The photo is for illustrative purposes only.
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【Common Spec】

5.2g

JAN Code

Color PENGUIN (ORANGE) WHALE (BLUE)

█ Product Spec                                                                                           
LCD Cleaning Cloth "STICK ON" Product Name

Control No.

1pc

W80×H120×D3mm

W260×H140×D180mm

1.3kg

200pcs (50pcs×4boxes)

OPEN

ITF Code

Suggested retail price

Case unit

Simple shapes and clear motif brighten your car's interior! 

HEART 
 
Design motif: 
A symbol of love 
and happiness.   

WHALE 
 

Design motif: 
Happiness.  
Seeing a whale 
means a symbol of 
happiness in 
Hawaii.             

CLOVER 
 

Design motif: 
Happiness and amulet. 
4 leaves mean love, 
health, wealth and 
fame. 

PENGUIN 
 

Design motif: 
Elegance, Courtesy, Education.  
Penguin is often likened to a 
gentle man in tuxedo and 
tailcoat. 
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